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Abstract
We fix a base commutative topological ring k, separated and complete in a linear
topology. Within the category LMk of k-linearly topologized k-modules, we single-out
the full subcategory LMuk of k-modules whose scalar product is uniformly continuous.
We describe limits and colimits, and introduce a tensor product ⊗̂
c
k (resp. ⊗̂
u
k) in
LMk (resp. in LM
u
k). When k = K
◦, for a non trivially valued non archimedean
field K, K-Banach spaces [12] are objects of LMk but not of LM
u
k . We propose a
definition of a pseudobanach k-module which coincides with the one of a K-Banach
space if k = K◦, but covers in general the notion of a family of Banach spaces over
variable fields. We describe the category LRk (resp. RRk) of complete k-linearly
(resp. linearly) topologized k-rings and the full subcategory LRuk of LRk of the k-rings
for which the scalar product is uniformly continuous. We discuss limits and colimits
in LRk (resp. LR
u
k , resp. RRk) and examine their commutation with the monoidal
structures ⊗̂
c
k (resp. ⊗̂
u
k). The former monoidal structure is analog to both Schneider’s
−⊗̂K,ι− and −⊗̂K,pi− [12], while the latter is the one used in the theory of formal
schemes.
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0 Introduction
The main motivation of this paper is that of providing solid foundations to the theory of
commutative group and ring functors on categories of commutative topological k-rings, over
some fixed base ring k which is complete in a linear topology. In particular, the present
paper is preliminary to [1].
Recent developments of arithmetic geometry, in particular, use variants W, CW, BW
of the functors of Witt vectors, covectors and bivectors defined for topological rings of
characteristic p > 0 [2], [7], [9], to establish the remarkable tilting equivalence of Scholze
[13]. Such Witt-type functors can also be globalized so that to apply to (non-archimedean)
analytic spaces and to extend geometrically the previous equivalence to relative situations
[10], [11]. The discussion of the most general type of topological rings to which these functors
apply is however usually avoided. In general, one considers Banach rings rather than rings
complete in a linear topology. On the other hand, a glance at the literature indicates that
little more than definitions are to be found about the category LRk (resp. RRk) of k-rings
which are complete in a k-linear (resp. linear) topology, as soon as one leaves the safe
continent of Noetherian adic rings or of mild variations of such.
From another viewpoint, a rich theory of locally convex topological vector spaces over a
non-archimedean field K exists [12], and the correspondence
open lattice ←→ gauge seminorm
establishes a link between the additional information provided by a seminorm and the one
obtained by regarding a topological K-vector space as linearly topologized complete k-
module, where k = K◦, the ring of integers of K. We point out however that such rings k
are quite special. In particular they are essentially one-dimensional, while we are interested
in higher-dimensional base-rings, as well.
We are lead to single-out within the category LMk of k-linearly topologized separated
and complete topological k-modules M , for which the scalar product k ×M → M is con-
tinuous for the product topology, the full subcategory LMuk consisting of uniform objects,
namely those M for which the scalar product is uniformly continuous for the product uni-
formity of k ×M . Notice that, unless K is trivially valued, a non-zero K-Banach space is
never a uniform object of LMk, for k = K
◦. On the other hand, a standard assumption
in the theory of, say, k-formal schemes topologically locally of finite type over a Noetherian
k, is that the k-linear topologies on any k-module M considered should be weaker than the
topology induced by k (meaning the naive canonical topology of M , Definition 2.4). This is
precisely the meaning of M being uniform, see Lemma 2.5. Such an assumption cannot be
made in our context since it does not generally hold for a non-archimedean field K itself, on
which k = K◦ induces the trivial topology, namely {∅,K}. Moreover we cannot make any
finiteness assumption, and k in particular may not be Noetherian.
The existence of the full subcategory LMuk of LMk generates two distinct notions ⊗̂
u
k
and ⊗̂
c
k of topological tensor product, where the apex “u” refers to “uniform” while the apex
“c” refers to “continuous”. The monoidal structure ⊗̂
c
k is the completion of the one used for
Fre´chet spaces in [12], and there denoted ⊗K,pi = ⊗K,ι, while ⊗̂
u
k is the monoidal structure
used in the theory of k-formal groups topologically of finite type.
The purpose of this paper is twofold. On the one hand, we want to encompass the theory
of Banach vector spaces over a non archimedean field K, and of continuous K-linear maps,
within the theory of k-linearly topologized separated and complete topological k-modules,
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where k = K◦. In particular, we want to characterize K-Banach spaces within such topo-
logical K◦-modules, with no reference to a norm. Notice that k is a linearly topologized
ring in the sense that a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 in k consists of open ide-
als. We obtain the notion of a pseudobanach k-module or k-algebra (see Definition 4.1 and
Definition 11.1 below). When k = K◦ for a non trivially valued complete non-archimedean
field, the full subcategory PBk (resp. PBAk (resp. UPBAk)) of LMk (resp. LRk) of pseu-
dobanach k-modules (resp. of commutative pseudobanach k-algebras (resp. of pm-type, see
Definition 11.1 below)) is equivalent to the category of K-Banach spaces (resp. of commu-
tative K-Banach algebras (resp. of pm-type [7])) and continuous K-linear homomorphisms.
This part of our discussion may be seen as a non-archimedean analog of the theory of gauge
seminorms, as Schneider’s [12], with the difference that it is developed over k, with no ref-
erence to K. This, by the way, accounts for the title we chose for this paper. For general k,
the categories PBk, PBAk and UPBAk are new.
The monoidal structure −⊗̂
c
kC is used to define base change for K-Banach algebras
(viewed as k = K◦-modules) via a morphism k → C of RRk. The first main result of this
paper is Proposition 7.6 which shows that, under the mild condition OPW on k and C, if
C/k is pro-flat (see Definition 7.2), then for any k-pseudobanach space M , (M)cC = M⊗̂
c
kC
is a C-pseudobanach space.
On the other hand, for application to the representability of our group and ring functors
we need to have at our disposal a full subcategory IRRk of LRk containing the algebras
representing all functors of interest to us, together with a base-change functor (−)indC :
IRRk → IRRC for k → C as before. To give an idea of the difficulties we faced, we
point out that our group or ring functors are defined on the entire category LRk. They are
represented by Hopf or bi-Hopf algebra objects of LRuk := LRk ∩ LM
u
k which however are
inductive limits in LRk (hence also in LRuk), denoted lim→
α
LRα (resp. lim→
α
uRα), of inductive
systems {Rα}α in RRk. This property defines the full subcategory IRRk of LRk. The basic
linear algebra constructions involved require special attention and raise the general problem
of existence and description of limits and colimits, and of suitable monoidal structures. In
particular, assume one of our functors F is represented by an object Lk = lim→
α
LRα in LRuk ,
as before, in the sense that
F (X) = HomLRk(Lk, X) ,
for any X in LRk. Then the second main result of this paper, Proposition 8.4, shows that
the restriction of F to LRuC , where C is an object of RRk, is represented by an object
LC := (Lk)indC of LR
u
C which is also an inductive limit, namely lim→
α
L(Rα)
u
C , in LRC of an
inductive system in RRC . Here, for X in RRk, (X)uC = X⊗̂
u
kC is an object of RRC , see
(6.0.1) and (3.3.2). This at least shows that the functor
(−)indC : IRRk 7−→ IRRC
Lk 7−→ LC = (Lk)
ind
C
is well-defined (see Remark 8.5 below).
It will be shown in [1] that the colimit T (Lk) = lim→
α
RRα (see Lemma 5.7), taken this
time in RRk, of the same inductive system {Rα}α in RRk which defines Lk, represents,
under suitable conditions, the subfunctor X 7→ F bd(X) of bounded elements of F (X). The
importance of finding a topological algebra representing the subfunctors Wbd, CWbd and
BWbd of [7], [9] can hardly be overestimated.
For applications it is important to consider the restriction to UPBAk of functors F of
the type described above. We recall that, when k = K◦, as above, UPBAk identifies with
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the category of K-Banach algebras of pm-type of [7]. In [1] we will define the functors
CW, BW, Wbd, CWbd and BWbd on LRk when k is of characteristic p and is topologically
perfect, in the sense that its Frobenius is an automorphism. We will prove that CWbd (resp.
BWbd) induces a functor UPBAk → PBW(k) (resp. UPBAk → UPBAW(k)). Of special
interest is the case of k = κ = Fp[[t
p−∞ ]], completed in the t-adic topology. In that case,
for R an object of UPBAκ, CW
bd
κ (R) (resp. BW
bd
κ (R), for R topologically perfect) is an
object of PBW(κ) (resp. UPBAW(κ)), where W(κ) is of dimension 2. Then, for any quotient
map W(κ)→ L◦ onto the ring of integers of a perfectoid p-adic field L, (CWbdκ (R))
c
L◦ (resp.
(BWbdκ (R))
c
L◦) (see Proposition 7.6 (resp. Corollary 11.10) below) becomes an L-Banach
space (resp. a perfectoid algebra over L [13]) in the usual sense.
The generalities we develop in this paper suffice for the purpose we have in mind, and
in particular provide a natural framework to [1]. It appears however that the discussion
of linear topologies, and of “linear uniformities”, should be developed more systematically,
especially as far as limits and colimits are concerned. It seems that such a systematic
discussion does not exist in the literature yet.
Acknowledgments. I am very grateful to Maurizio Cailotto for generously dedicating a
lot of his time to discuss with me a variety of mathematical questions which arose during
the preparation of this article. I had the privilege of discussing the content of this paper
with Peter Schneider; his criticism was very useful.
1 Notation
A prime number p is fixed throughout this paper even though it only appears in examples;
then Zp and Qp have the usual meaning. Unless otherwise specified, a ring is meant to
be commutative with 1. We denote by Ab (resp. Rings, resp. Modk) the category of
abelian groups (resp. of commutative rings with 1, resp. of unitary k-modules for k a ring).
Generally speaking, for any ring R in Rings, the R-algebras appearing in this paper will
be understood to be commutative with 1. All the non-archimedean fields K = (K, vK)
we consider will be complete but not necessarily non trivially valued. We set K◦ := {x ∈
K | vK(x) ≥ 0 } and K◦◦ := {x ∈ K | vK(x) > 0 }.
2 Linearly topologized modules
A topological ring k is linearly topologized if it has a basis of open neighborhoods of 0
consisting of ideals. This implies that the product map
µk : k × k −→ k , (x, y) 7−→ xy
is uniformly continuous. All over this paper, k will be a complete separated linearly topol-
ogized topological ring. We often call P(k) a fundamental system of open ideals of k. For
certain constructions, we will need the further assumption of openness on a linearly topol-
ogized ring R, namely
(OP) For any regular element a of R, the map
R −→ R , x 7−→ a x
is open.
Remark 2.1. A typical example of a linearly topologized ring R for which property OP
fails is Z[T ] equipped with the (p, T )-adic topology. It is clear in fact that the ideals (TN )
and (pN ) are not open in Z[T ], for any N ∈ Z≥1. The condition is instead verified by any
complete rank one valuation ring.
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Remark 2.2. It follows from assumption OP that, if R is a domain, the product map
µR : R×R −→ R , (x, y) 7−→ x y
is open. In fact, for any open ideals I, J of R, IJ =
⋃
a∈I−{0} aJ is a union of open subsets
of R, hence is open. Now, for any open subsets U, V ⊂ R, U =
⋃
a∈U a+Ia, V =
⋃
a∈v a+Ja
where Ia, Ja are open ideals of R. Then
UV =
⋃
a∈U,b∈V
(a+ Ia)(b + Jb) =
⋃
a∈U,b∈V
ab+ bIa + aJb + IaJb
is a union of open subsets of R.
A weaker assumption of openness on a linearly topologized ring R is
(OPW) For any open ideals I and J of R, the ideal IJ is open.
AssumptionOPW holds for any adic ring [6, Chap. 0, Def. 7.1.9]. Whenever assumption
OP or OPW will be needed, the reader will be explicitly warned. Assumptions OP and
OPW certainly hold for R if R is endowed with the discrete topology. Let R be a linearly
topologized ring. A topological R-module is a topological abelian group which is also an
R-module such that the scalar product map
R×M −→M , (a, x) 7−→ a x
is continuous for the product topology of R ×M . An R-linear topology on an R-module
M is an R-module topology which has a basis of open neighborhoods of 0 consisting of
R-submodules of M . We often call P(M) a fundamental system of open R-modules in M .
Then M is equipped with a canonical uniform structure and we say that it is uniform if the
scalar product map is uniformly continuous for the product uniformity of R ×M . Notice
that if the topology of k is the discrete one, then any topological R-module is uniform. A
complete k-linearly topologized k-module M is meant to be separated. Similarly, when we
refer to “completion” we always mean “separated completion”. A relevant condition for an
R-linearly topologized R-module M is
(OPM) For any regular element a of R, the map
M −→M , x 7−→ a x
is open.
When discussing topological vector spaces V over a non archimedean field K, we will
generally choose k = K◦, equipped with the subspace topology and will assume that V is
equipped with a k-linear topology. In this case k satisfies OP and V satisfies OPM for
R = k. Let K be non-trivially valued let k = K◦. Let V be a locally convex K-vector space
in the sense of [12], then the k-linearly topologized k-module V is a topological k-module as
well [12, Lemma 4.1], but it is not uniform, in general. Mostly we think of k = Fp, the field
with p elements, or = Z(p), either one equipped with the discrete topology, or of k = Zp
equipped with the p-adic topology.
Definition 2.3. We let LMk (resp. LMuk) be the category of complete k-linearly topologized
(resp. uniform) topological k-modules and continuous k-linear maps.
We denote by kfor the ring underlying the topological ring k. In general M 7→ M for
will be the natural forgetful functor LMk −→ Modkfor . To avoid excessively burdening
the notation however, the categoryModkfor will be simply denoted byModk. Similarly, we
generally write Homk for Homkfor , Bilk (standing for “k-bilinear”) for Bilkfor , and shorten
M for⊗kfor N
for into M ⊗k N . (Complete tensor product will have a distinguished notation,
anyhow.)
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Definition 2.4. The naive canonical topology on a k-module M is the k-linear topology
with a basis of open k-submodules consisting of {IM}I, for I running over the set of open
ideals of k. For any M in Modk, we define the object M can of LMk to be the completion
of M in its naive canonical topology, i.e. the k-module
(2.4.1) M̂ = lim
←
I∈P(k)
M/IM ,
equipped with the weak topology of the projections to the discrete k/I-modules M/IM .
Lemma 2.5. Let M be an object of LMk. Then M is uniform if and only if its topology is
weaker than the naive canonical topology.
Proof. Assume M is uniform. Then, for any U ∈ P(M) there is a V ∈ P(M) and an
I ∈ P(k) such that for any a ∈ k and m ∈M ,
(a+ I)(m+ V ) ⊂ am+ U .
But this implies that IM ⊂ U , so that the topology of M is weaker than the canonical one.
The converse is clear.
Corollary 2.6. For any M in Modk, M can is an object of LMuk .
Definition 2.7. The objects of LMuk of the form M
can, for an M in Modk, are said to
be canonical (resp. k-canonical, for more precision) or to have the (resp. k-)canonical
topology.
Remark 2.8. Notice that the naive canonical topology on a k-module M runs, in general,
into a serious difficulty. Namely, it is not true in general that the completion of (M, {IM}I),
that is the object M̂ defined above, would still carry the naive canonical topology. We are
indebted to Peter Schneider for pointing out this problem.
Proposition 2.9. The functors
(2.9.1) Modk LMuk
can
for
are adjoint : for any M in Modk and N in LMuk , there are canonical identifications
(2.9.2) HomLMk(M
can, N) = HomModk(M,N
for) .
Proof. For any N in LMuk we have a canonical continuous k-linear map
(2.9.3) (N for)can −→ N .
So, for anyM inModk and k-module morphism f :M → N for, we get f̂ : M̂ → N̂ for, hence
a morphism f can : M can → (N for)can → N . Conversely, from g : M can → N we obtain
M → (M can)for
gfor
−−−→ N for.
Lemma 2.10.
1. The category LMk admits limits. Its full subcategory LMuk is closed by limits.
2. The category LMk admits colimits.
3. The category LMuk admits colimits.
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4. For a finite inductive system in LMuk , the two colimits in LM
u
k and in LMk coincide.
Proof. 1 . Let (Mα)α∈A be a projective system in LMk indexed by the preordered set A.
Its projective limit in LMk is simply the projective limit M ′ = lim←
α∈A
M forα equipped with
the weak topology τ of the canonical projections πα : M
′ → Mα. In fact, let us show
first that (M ′, τ) is an object of LMk. We pick a ∈ k, an element m = (mα)α ∈ M ′ and
U = π−1α0 (Uα0) ∈ P(M
′), for some α0 ∈ A. By continuity of the scalar product ofMα0 , there
exist Ia,m,α0 ∈ P(k) and Va,m,α0 ∈ P(Mα0) such that
(a+ Ia,m,α0)(m+ π
−1
α0 (Va,m,α0)) = π
−1
α0 ((a+ Ia,m,α0)(mα0 + Va,m,α0))
⊂ π−1α0 (amα0 + Uα0) ⊂ am+ U .
We now observe that if (Mα)α∈A is a projective system in LMuk , for the given U =
π−1α0 (Uα0) ∈ P(M
′), we may pick Ia,m,α0 = Iα0 ∈ P(k) and Va,m,α0 = Vα0 ∈ P(Mα0)
independent of a,m. Then for IU := Iα0 and VU := π
−1
α0 (Vα0), we have
(a+ IU )(m+ VU ) ⊂ am+ U
for any a ∈ k and m ∈ M , so that the scalar product of M ′ is uniformly continuous. It is
clear that (M ′, τ) is indeed the projective limit of (Mα)α∈A in LMk.
2 . Let (Mα)α∈A be an inductive system in LMk indexed by the preordered set A. Its
inductive limit in LMk is calculated as follows. We first consider M ′ = lim→
α∈A
M forα in Modk
and let jα : M
for
α → M
′ be the natural morphisms. We then give to M ′ the finest k-linear
topology such that all maps jα :Mα →M
′ are continuous. So, a basis of open k-submodules
in M ′ consists of the k-submodules U of M ′ such that Uα := j
−1
α (U) is open in Mα, for any
α ∈ A. Then lim
→
α∈A
Mα is represented by the completion M of M
′ in that topology, equipped
with the natural morphisms iα : Mα → M deduced from the jα’s. It is clear that, for any
fixed a ∈ k, a scalar product map
M −→M , x 7−→ ax
is uniquely defined as the inductive limit of the maps
Mα −→Mα , x 7−→ ax
and is then continuous. We must check that the scalar product of M is continuous for the
product topology. So, let a ∈ k, m ∈ M , and let U ∈ P(M) be as before; let {mα}α∈A,
with mα ∈ jα(Mα), be an A-net converging to m ∈ M . So, there exists an index α0 ∈ A
such that mα ∈ m+U , for any α ≥ α0. We then pick J ∈ P(k) such that Jmα0 ∈ jα0(Uα0)
(⊂ U). Then
(a+ J)(m+ U) ⊂ am+ aU + Jm+ JU ⊂ am+ Jmα0 + JU ⊂ am+ U .
We have to prove that M is indeed the inductive limit of the system {Mα}α. For any N in
LMk,
HomLMk(M,N) = {ϕ ∈ HomModk( lim→
α∈A
M forα , N) |ϕ ◦ jα is continuous ∀α ∈ A } =
{ϕ = (ϕα)α∈A ∈ lim←
α∈A
HomModk(M
for
α , N) |ϕα is continuous ∀α ∈ A } = lim←
α∈A
HomLMk(Mα, N) .
(2.10.1)
3 . Suppose (Mα)α∈A is an inductive system in LMuk indexed by the preordered set A.
Then we slightly modify the discussion of 2 in that we equipM ′ the finest k-linear topology,
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weaker than the naive canonical topology, such that all maps jα :Mα →M
′ are continuous.
Then the proof of 2 can be adapted to the present situation.
4 . Is clear by the construction.
Notation 2.11. For an inductive system (Mα)α∈A in LMk (resp. in LMuk), the inductive
limit of (Mα)α∈A in LMk (resp. in LMuk) will be denoted lim→
α
Mα (resp. lim→
α
uMα). If
(Mα)α∈A is an inductive system in LMuk , we have a canonical surjective morphism
(2.11.1) lim
→
α
Mα −→ lim→
α
uMα
in LMk.
Remark 2.12. If k is discrete an inductive system (Mα)α∈A in LMk is also an inductive
system in LMuk and (2.11.1) is an isomorphism.
Notation 2.13. Let (Mα)α∈A be an inductive system in LMk with transition morphisms
jα,β :Mα →Mβ for α ≤ β. For any α ∈ A let P(Mα) denote the set of open k-submodules
ofMα. Then a coherent system of open k-submodules of (Mα)α∈A is a system P := (Pα)α∈A
such that for any α ≤ β in A, j−1α,β(Pβ) = Pα. The set C ((Mα)α∈A) of coherent systems of
open k-submodules of (Mα)α∈A forms a filter of k-submodules of
∏
α∈AM
for
α .
Lemma 2.14. We use the notation of (2.13).
1. Let (Mα)α∈A) be an inductive system in LMk. Then
(2.14.1) lim
→
α
Mα = lim←
P∈C ((Mα)α∈A)
Mα/Pα .
2. Let (Mα)α∈A is an inductive system in LMuk . Then
(2.14.2) lim
→
α
uMα = lim←
I∈P(k)
lim
→
α∈A
Mα/IMα ,
in which
lim
→
α∈A
Mα/IMα = lim→
α∈A
uMα/IMα
since k/I is discrete.
Proof. Clear.
Example 2.15. Consider the inductive system
(Zp, p) := Zp
p·
−−→ Zp
p·
−−→ Zp
p·
−−→ . . . ,
where p· : Zp → Zp is multiplication by p. So, (Zp, p) is an inductive system in LMk, for
k = Zp. Then
lim
→
(Zp, p) = Qp while lim→
u(Zp, p) = (0) .
Remark 2.16. We conclude from Proposition 2.9 that the functor
(−)can :Modk −→ LM
u
k
M 7−→M can
commutes with inductive limits, that is, for any inductive system (Mα)α∈A in Modk,
(2.16.1) (lim
→
α
Mα)
can = lim
→
α
uM canα ,
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while M 7→ M for commutes with the projective ones. Actually, for any projective system
(Mα)α∈A in LMk,
(2.16.2) ( lim
←
α∈A
Mα)
for = lim
←
α∈A
M forα .
On the other hand it is clear that, if for any α ≤ β the morphism Mα →Mβ of an inductive
system (Mα)α∈A in LMk is open, then
(2.16.3) ( lim
→
α∈A
Mα)
for = lim
→
α∈A
M forα
equipped with the topology for which a fundamental system of open k-submodules is given
by the set of jα(P ), for α ∈ A and for P an open k-submodule of Mα.
Lemma 2.17. For morphism f :M → N in LMk we have the following description.
1. Ker(f) = Ker(f for), endowed with the subspace topology in M .
2.
Coker(f) = lim
←
Q∈P(N)
N for/(Qfor + Im(f for)) ,
where every N for/(Qfor + Im(f for)) is equipped with the discrete topology.
3. If f is open, then Coker(f) = Coker(f for) equipped with the discrete topology.
Remark 2.18. The categories LMk and LMuk are not in general abelian. In particular, for
a morphism f : M → N in any of the previous categories, we have a canonical mono/epi-
morphism f : Coim(f) → Im(f) which permits to regard Coim(f) as a dense k-submodule
of Im(f), whose topology is finer than the subspace topology induced by the topology of
Im(f), i.e. by the one of N . When f is an isomorphism we say that f is strict.
Definition 2.19. A sub-object N of some object M in LMuk or in LMk is a sub-object
N for of M for which is closed in M and is equipped with the subspace topology. The morphism
iN : N → M will be called the embedding of the sub-object N of M . If iN is a continuous
open injection, then N is an open sub-object of M and iN will be called the open embedding
of N in M .
Example 2.20. Let C (Qp, k) (resp. Cunif(Qp, k) be the k-module of continuous (resp. uni-
formly continuous) functions Qp → k, equipped with the topology of simple (resp. uniform)
convergence. Then the natural morphism Cunif(Qp, k)→ C (Qp, k) in LMk is injective and
has dense image, so is not the embedding of a sub-object of C (Qp, k) in our sense.
Definition 2.21. If iN : N →M is a sub-object of M in LMk (resp. LMuk) we set
M/N = Coker(iN)
in the category LMk (resp. LMuk). So,
M/N = lim
←
Q∈P(M)
M for/(Qfor +N for) ,
where every M for/(Qfor+N for) is equipped with the discrete topology. An exact sequence is
any sequence isomorphic to a sequence of the form
0 −→ N
iN−−−→M −→M/N −→ 0 .
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Remark 2.22. The embedding iN : N →֒M of a sub-object is the same as a strict injection,
since the latter is necessarily closed. Then N is an open sub-object of M if and only if the
morphism iN is an open injection.
Lemma 2.23. Any open map is strict.
Proof. If f : M → N is open, then Im(f) = Im(f for) is an open sub-object of N , equipped
with the subspace topology. Moreover, any open submodule of Coim(f) is of the form
P := P/Ker(f) where P ∈ P(M) contains Ker(f). Then f(P ) = f(P ), an open subobject
of Im(f). So, f is an isomorphism.
Remark 2.24. Let M be an object of LMk whose topology is discrete. Then,
(2.24.1) M =
⋃
I∈P(k)
M[I]
where
M[I] := {m ∈M | am = 0 , ∀a ∈ I } .
Notice that M[I], but not M in general, is an object of LM
u
k . More precisely we have:
An object of LMk which carries the discrete topology is uniform if and only if it is an
object of LMk/I , for some open ideal I of k.
Notice that by Remark 2.16 formula (2.24.1) can also be written as
(2.24.2) M = lim
→
I∈P(k)
M[I]
the colimit in LMk of a filtered inductive system of discrete objects of LMuk and injections.
Lemma 2.25.
1. Any object M in LMk is a projective limit of a filtered projective system of discrete
k-modules and surjections
(2.25.1) M = lim
←
P∈P(M)
M/P .
More precisely,
(2.25.2) M = lim
←
P∈P(M)
lim
→
I∈P(k)
(M/P )[I] ,
where any (M/P )[I] is a discrete k/I-module.
2. Any object M in LMuk is a projective limit of a filtered projective system of discrete
uniform k-modules and surjections
(2.25.3) M = lim
←
P
M/P ,
where P runs over a fundamental system of open k-submodules. Equivalently, any
M/P in (2.25.3) is a discrete k/I-module, for some I = IP ∈ P(k).
3. Let M,N be objects of LMuk and let P(M), P(N) be fundamental systems of open
k-submodules in M and N , respectively. Then
(2.25.4) HomLMu
k
(M,N) = lim
←
Q∈P(N)
lim
→
P∈P(M)
Homk(M/P,N/Q)
as a kfor-module. Notice that both M/P and N/Q are k/I-modules for some I ∈ P(k),
so that Homk(M/P,N/Q) = Homk/I(M/P,N/Q) for any such I.
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4. Let M,N be objects of LMk and let P(M), P(N) be fundamental systems of open
k-submodules in M and N , respectively. Then
(2.25.5) HomLMk(M,N) = lim←
Q∈P(N)
lim
→
P∈P(M)
lim
←
I∈P(k)
Homk/I((M/P )[I], (N/Q)[I])
as a kfor-module.
Proof.
The statement in 1 means that for an object M in LMk, the underlying kfor-module
M for is a projective limit in Modk of a filtered projective system of kfor-modules
(2.25.6) M for = lim
←
P∈P(M)
M for/P for .
The topology of M is the weak topology of the projections πP : M
for → M for/P for, where
the target is equipped with the discrete topology. All this is clear. The remaining part of 1
follows from Remark 2.24.
2 follows from the definition and from Remark 2.24.
3 , 4 follow from 2 and 1 , respectively.
Lemma 2.26. Let f : N →M be a morphism in LMk and let (2.25.1) be the representation
of M as a limit of discrete objects where πP : M → M/P and πP,Q : M/P → M/Q are
the canonical projections, for any P ⊂ Q in P(M). For any P ∈ P(M) let NP be the
set-theoretic image of the natural morphism f/P : N →M/P =:MP . Then
1. f is the embedding of a closed sub-object if and only if the morphism
(2.26.1) F : N −→ lim
←
P∈P(M)
NP
deduced from {f/P }P by the universal property of the projective limit is an isomor-
phism.
2. Let N be a sub-object of M as in (2.26.1). Then the quotient M/N is
(2.26.2) M/N
∼
−−→ lim
←
P∈P(M)
MP /NP ,
3. Assume f is a closed embedding. Then f is open if and only if there exists P0 ∈ P(M)
such that, for any P ⊂ Q ⊂ P0 in P(M), the map πP,Q : M/P → M/Q induces a
surjection NP → NQ.
Proof. All the assertions are clear.
Proposition 2.27. An object M of LMk is canonical if and only if it is a projective limit
of a projective system {MI}I∈P(k), indexed by I ∈ P(k), where each M I is a discrete k/I-
module and, for any I ⊂ J in P(k), the morphism M I →MJ is a surjection. So,
(2.27.1) M = lim
←
I∈P(k)
M I .
Proof. Clear.
Remark 2.28. We observe that an open sub-object N of a canonical module M carries
the canonical topology. In fact, N correspond to a projective system N I of k/I-submodules
of M I = M/IM such that the morphisms NJ → N I , for J ⊂ I in P(k), are surjective for
sufficiently small I. So {NI}I∈P(k) satisfies the condition in Definition 2.27.
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So, if M is canonical, a basis of open k-submodules of M consists of the closures I M =
π−1I (M I) in M of the submodules I M , for I in a basis of open ideals of k, where πI :M →
MI denotes the canonical projection. For any M in LMk, the canonical topology of M is
the topology for which {IM}I∈P(k) is a fundamental system of open neighborhoods of 0.
So, M is separated in its canonical topology if and only if
⋂
I∈P(k) IM = (0).
An object of LMk is not necessarily separated in its canonical topology as one sees in
the case of the object Qp of LMZp . The p-adic topology of Qp is not Zp-canonical, since for
any open ideal I = pNZp of Zp, IQp = Qp.
For any M in LMk there is a natural exact sequence
(2.28.1) 0 −→
⋂
I∈P(k)
IM −→M
γM
−−−→ lim
←
I∈P(k)
M/IM −→ 0 .
Lemma 2.29. Let M be an object of LMk, and let (2.28.1) be the corresponding exact
sequence. Then
1. M is uniform if and only if its topology is weaker than the canonical topology.
2. M is uniform if and only if
⋂
I∈P(k) IM = (0).
3. lim
←
I∈P(k)
M/IM is the maximal uniform quotient of M .
Proof. The first part of the statement follows from Lemma 2.5. The are parts are clear.
Remark 2.30. It follows from Remark 2.2 that if k is a domain and satisfies OP then, on
any open ideal J of k, the subspace topology of J in k, the canonical topology of J and the
naive canonical topology of J all coincide.
Proposition 2.31. Assume the object M of LMk is equipped with the canonical topology
and k satisfies OP. Assume moreover that M satisfies
(TFM) For any I ∈ P(k), M/IM is a torsion-free k/I-module.
Then, condition OPM holds for the k-linearly topologized k-module M .
Proof. We may assume that M = N̂ as in (2.27.1), where N is a k-module equipped with
the naive canonical topology. By condition OP, ak is open in k and aN is open in N . We
have to show that aM is open in M . Equivalently, we show that aM ⊃ aN in M . Let
axα, for xα ∈ N for any α ∈ A, be a net converging to y ∈ M . We need to show that
{xα}α∈A converges in M . So, it suffices to show that if the net {axα}α∈A is Cauchy in N ,
the net {xα}α∈A is Cauchy in N , as well. This follows from condition TFM. In fact, for
any I ∈ P(k), M/IM ∼= N/IN is a torsion-free k/I-module. Then, let I ∈ P(k) be such
that I ( ak, and let α0 ∈ A be such that a(xα − xβ) ∈ IN for all α, β ≥ α0. By condition
TFM, xα − xβ ∈ IN for all α, β ≥ α0.
Lemma 2.32. Let iN : N →M be an open embedding in LMk with M canonical. Then N
is canonical.
Proof. This follows from the description of open sub-objects of M in 3 of Lemma 2.26 and
from the Definition 2.27.1 of canonical modules.
Definition 2.33. Let M be an object of LMk. A formal series
∑
α∈Amα of elements
mα ∈M , indexed by any set A, converges unconditionally to m ∈M if the net F 7→ σF :=∑
α∈F mα, for F a finite subset of A, converges to m. We then say that m is the sum of
the A-series
∑
α∈F mα and write m =
∑
α∈Amα.
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3 Complete tensor products
The category LMk and its full subcategory LMuk admit various natural notions of complete
tensor products. We are interested in two of them.
Definition 3.1. For 3 objects M,N,P of LMk, we denote by Bil
c
k(M × N,P ) (resp.
Biluk(M ×N,P )) the k-module of k-bilinear functions f :M ×N → P which are continuous
for the product topology of M × N (resp. uniformly continuous for the product uniformity
of M × N). We denote by M⊗̂
c
kN (resp. M⊗̂
u
kN) the object of LMk, if it exists, which
represents the functor LMk →Modk P 7→ Bil
c
k(M ×N,P ) (resp. P 7→ Bil
u
k(M ×N,P )).
Proposition 3.2. Let M = lim
→
α
Mα and N = lim→
β
Nβ be objects of LMk, for filtered induc-
tive systems {Mα}α and {Nβ}β in LMk. Then, for any X in LMk, there is a canonical
isomorphism in Modk
Bilck(M ×N,X)
∼
−−→ lim
←
α,β
Bilck(Mα ×Nβ , X)
ϕ 7−→ (ϕ ◦ jα,β)α,β
(3.2.1)
where jα,β :Mα ×Nβ →M ×N is the canonical morphism.
Proof. The k-linear map of (3.2.1) clearly exists and is injective. We have to show sur-
jectivity. So, let (ϕα,β)α,β be a compatible system in lim←
α,β
Bilck(Mα × Nβ, X). For any
(m,n) ∈ M × N = lim
→
α.β
Mα × Nβ, let (jα,β(mα, nβ))α,β be a net indexed by A × B con-
verging to (m,n), with (mα, nβ) ∈ Mα × Nβ. Then the net (ϕα,β(mα, nβ))α,β is a Cauchy
net in X . It suffices to check that for (m,n) = (0, 0) the previous net converges to 0 ∈ X .
Now, for any U ∈ P(X) and any (α, β), there are Vα ∈ P(Mα) and Wβ ∈ P(Nβ) such that
ϕα,β(Vα×Wβ) ⊂ U . By definition of inductive limits in LMk, there exists V ∈ P(M) (resp.
W ∈ P(N)) such that, for any (α, β) ∈ A×B, j−1α,β(V ×W ) ⊂ Vα ×Wβ .
Since (jα,β(mα, nβ))α,β converges to (0, 0) ∈M×N , we may then assume that (mα, nβ) ∈
Vα ×Wβ for any α, β. It then follows that ϕα,β(mα × nβ) ∈ U , for any α, β.
Coming back to the case of any (m,n) ∈ M × N , we define ϕ(m,n) as the limit of the
net (ϕα,β(mα, nβ))α,β . The definition is good since it is for (m,n) = (0, 0). It is clear that
ϕ ◦ jα,β = ϕα,β ∀ (α, β) ∈ A×B .
Lemma 3.3. Let M and N be objects of LMk.
1. M⊗̂
c
kN exists in LMk. More precisely, M⊗̂
c
kN is the completion of M ⊗k N in the
k-linear topology with a fundamental set of open k-submodules given by the images
Im(P ⊗k Q) in M ⊗k N , for P (resp. Q) varying in the set of open submodules of M
(resp. N). So,
(3.3.1) M⊗̂
c
kN = lim←
P,Q
(M ⊗k N)/Im(P ⊗k Q)
for P (resp. Q) as before, where all the terms of the projective systems carry the
discrete topology.
2. M⊗̂
u
kN exists in LMk. More precisely M⊗̂
u
kN is the completion of M ⊗k N in the
k-linear topology with a fundamental set of open k-submodules given by the images
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Im(P ⊗k N + M ⊗k Q) in M ⊗k N , for P (resp. Q) varying in the set of open
submodules of M (resp. N). We have
(3.3.2) M⊗̂
u
kN = lim←
P,Q
(M ⊗k N)/Im(P ⊗k N +M ⊗k Q) = lim←
P,Q
M/P ⊗k N/Q ,
for P (resp. Q) as before, where all the terms of the projective systems carry the dis-
crete topology and are uniform. A fundamental system of open submodules of M⊗̂
u
kN
consists of the closures inM⊗̂
u
kN of the k-submodules Im(P⊗kN+M⊗kQ) ⊂M⊗kN ,
for P,Q as before.
Proof. Formula (3.3.1) is proven in essentially the same way as [12, Lemma 17.1]. Namely,
we let P(M) (resp. P(N)) be a basis of open k-submodules of M (resp. N). Then, for
any object T of LMk with a basis of open k-submodules P(T ), a continuous k-bilinear map
β :M ×N → T is in particular continuous at (0, 0) ∈M ×N . Let β′ :M ⊗kN → T be the
k-linear map corresponding to β. For any R ∈ P(T ) there are P ∈ P(M) and Q ∈ P(N)
such that β(P ×Q) ⊂ R and therefore β′(Im(P ⊗k Q)) ⊂ R. We conclude that β′ extends
to a continuous k-linear map γ := β̂′ :M⊗̂
c
kN → T such that
(3.3.3) γ(m⊗̂
c
kn) = β(m,n) .
Conversely, given the morphism γ :M⊗̂
c
kN → T in LMk, the k-bilinear map β :M×N → T
defined by (3.3.3) is such that for any R ∈ P(T ) there are P ∈ P(M) and Q ∈ P(N) such
that β(P ×Q) ⊂ R. Moreover, for any m ∈M (resp. n ∈ N) the k-linear map N → T given
by y 7→ β(m, y) (resp. M → T given by x 7→ β(x, n)) is continuous at 0, hence is uniformly
continuous. So, for any fixed (m,n) ∈M ×N we can find Pn ∈ P(M) and Qm ∈ P(N) such
that
β(m×Qm), β(Pn, n), β(Pn, Qm) ⊂ R .
Then
β((m+Pn)×(n+Qm)) ⊂ β(m,n)+β({m}×Qm)+β(Pn×{n})+β(Pn×Qm) ⊂ β(m,n)+R .
This proves that β is continuous for the product topology of M ×N .
We now pass to (3.3.2) : we prove the first equality in that formula. Let β :M ×N → P
be k-bilinear and uniformly continuous. Then, for any open submodule W of P , we can find
an open submodule U (resp V ) of M (resp N) such that, for any (x, y) ∈M ×N
β(x + U, y + V ) = β(x, y) + β(x, V ) + β(U, y) + β(U × V ) ⊂ β(x, y) +W .
This means that we must have β(U × N +M × V ) ⊂ W . Conversely, if β : M × N → P
is k-bilinear and satisfies the latter condition the same calculation read backwards shows
that β is uniformly continuous. The second equality in (3.3.2) follows from the canonical
isomorphism
M/P ⊗k N/Q
∼
−−→ (M ⊗k N)/(P ⊗k N +M ⊗k Q)
proven in [4, II, §3, n. 6, Cor. 1 of Prop. 6, p. 60].
The fact that a fundamental system of open submodules ofM⊗̂
u
kN consists of the closures
of P ⊗k N + M ⊗k Q, for P,Q in a fundamental system of open submodules of M,N ,
respectively, is a general fact about completions.
Remark 3.4. For any M and N in LMk, we have a canonical morphism in LMk
Φ :M⊗̂
c
kN −→M⊗̂
u
kN
such that, for any X in LMk, ϕ 7→ ϕ ◦ Φ is the natural inclusion
Biluk(M ×N,X) −→ Bil
c
k(M ×N,X) .
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Proposition 3.5.
1. Let M = lim
→
α
Mα and N = lim→
β
Nβ be objects of LMk, for inductive systems {Mα}α
and {Nβ}β in LMk. Then
(3.5.1) lim
→
α
Mα ⊗̂
c
k lim→
β
Nβ = lim→
α,β
Mα⊗̂
c
kNβ .
2. Let M = lim
←
α
Mα and N = lim←
β
Nβ be objects of LMk, for projective systems {Mα}α
and {Nβ}β in LMk. Then
(3.5.2) lim
←
α
Mα ⊗̂
u
k lim←
β
Nβ = lim←
α,β
Mα⊗̂
u
kNβ .
3. If M and N are objects of LMuk , then both M⊗̂
c
kN and M⊗̂
u
kN are uniform.
Proof. It suffices to prove that the functor Bilck(M × N,−) of (3.1) is represented by
lim
→
α,β
Mα⊗̂
c
kNβ . So, we pick an object X of LMk and consider (3.2.1). The l.h.s. of that
equation in fact equals HomLMk(M⊗̂
c
kN,X) while its r.h.s. equals
lim
←
α,β
HomLMk(Mα⊗̂
c
kNβ, X) = HomLMk(lim→
α,β
Mα⊗̂
c
kNβ, X) .
So, equation (3.5.1) follows.
To prove equation (3.5.2) we write
Mα = lim←
Pα∈P(Mα)
Mα/Pα , Nβ = lim←
Qβ∈P(Nβ)
Nβ/Qβ .
Then
lim
←
α
Mα ⊗̂
u
k lim←
β
Nβ = (lim←
α
lim
←
Pα∈P(Mα)
Mα/Pα) ⊗̂
u
k (lim←
β
lim
←
Qβ∈P(Nβ)
Nβ/Qβ) =
lim
←
α
lim
←
Pα∈P(Mα)
lim
←
β
lim
←
Qβ∈P(Nβ)
(Mα/Pα ⊗k Nβ/Qβ) = lim←
α,β
Mα⊗̂
u
kNβ .
(3.5.3)
Point 3 is immediate.
4 Pseudoconvexity
Definition 4.1. An object M of LMk is pseudobanach or a pseudobanach k-module if
there exists a family G of open sub-objects of M satisfying the following conditions
1. Any P ∈ G is equipped with the canonical topology.
2. For any P ∈ G and any open ideal I of k, let IP be the closure of IP in P . Then, the
discrete k/I-module P/IP is flat.
3. M is the union of its open submodules P , for P ∈ G.
We call such a G a k-gauge (or simply a gauge if there is no risk of confusion) of M . The
full subcategory of LMk consisting of pseudobanach objects will be denoted by PBk.
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Remark 4.2. For any M in PBk and any gauge G for M , we have
M = lim
←
P,I
M/IP
where P ∈ G and I describes the open ideals of k. Notice that the closure IP of IP in P
is open in M . So, while it is not required that G should be a fundamental system of open
k-submodules of M , this is certainly the case for {IP}P,I for P and I as before.
Remark 4.3. Notation as in Remark 4.2. For any P,Q ∈ G we have that P ∩ Q is an
open k-submodule of both P and Q. It follows that there are open ideals I, J of k such that
IP ⊂ Q and JQ ⊂ P . So, for any P ∈ G, {IP}I , for I an open ideal of k, is a fundamental
system of open k-submodules of M .
Remark 4.4. Assume k satisfies condition OP. Then follows from Remark 2.30 that any
open ideal J of k is a pseudobanach k-module with gauge the set P(J) of open ideals of k
contained in J .
Remark 4.5. If k has the discrete topology, a pseudobanach k-module M is simply a flat
k-module equipped with the discrete topology. A gauge for such an M is G = {M}. So in
this case PBk is the full subcategory of LMk consisting of flat k-modules equipped with the
discrete topology and −⊗̂
c
k− = −⊗k −.
Remark 4.6. It follows from condition 2 of Definition 4.1 that, for any pseudobanach k-
module M , condition (TFM) of Proposition 2.31 is satisfied for any P in a gauge G for
M . We then conclude from that proposition that, if k satisfies condition OP, then, for any
pseudobanach k-module M and for any a ∈ k − {0}, the map
M −→M , x 7−→ ax
is open.
Remark 4.7. Let K be a non-archimedean field and let k = K◦; then K is a pseudobanach
object of LRK◦ for the gauge {aK◦}a∈K× . Let M be an object of LMk such that for any
a ∈ k−{0}, the map m 7→ am is a bijection. Then the scalar product k×M →M extends
uniquely to a structure of K-vector space K ×M → M . By Remark 4.6 this is in fact a
structure of topological K-vector space. In this situation we will simply say that the object
M of LMk is a topological K-vector space.
Definition 4.8. Let K be a non-archimedean field and let k = K◦. A pseudobanach space
over K is any object M of PBk which is a K-vector space. We view the category BanK of
pseudobanach spaces over K as a full subcategory of LMk.
Corollary 4.9. For a non-trivially valued K the category BanK is equivalent to the category
of K-Banach spaces and continuous maps of [12]. For K trivially valued the category BanK
is equivalent to ModK .
5 Topological rings
Definition 5.1. A (topological) k-ring A is a k-linearly topologized topological k-module A
such that the product map
µA : A×A −→ A , (x, y) 7−→ xy
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makes A into a k-algebra (commutative with 1) and is continuous for the product topology
of A × A. We let LRk be the category of complete topological k-rings and continuous k-
algebra homomorphisms. We denote by LRuk the full subcategory of LRk consisting of the
objects A such that the scalar product
(µA)|k×A : k ×A −→ A , (λ, y) 7−→ λy
is uniformly continuous. We define RRk as the full subcategory of LRk (and of LRuk)
consisting of complete linearly topologized k-rings.
If A is an object of RRk then the product map is in fact uniformly continuous for the
product uniformity of A×A but is not necessarily open.
Lemma 5.2. The categories LRk, LRuk and RRk admit both limits and colimits. The
RRk-limit of a projective system of elements of RRk coincides with its LRuk-limit and with
its LRk-limit. The LRuk-limit of a projective system of elements of LR
u
k coincides with its
LRk-limit.
Proof. The case of limits in RRk follows from general nonsense. Namely, let (Rα)α∈A be a
projective system in RRk. We then equip the projective limit R := lim←
α
Rα of (Rα)α∈A in
LMuk with a product map as follows. For any α ∈ A, the product map µRα : Rα×Rα → Rα
factors in this case through a morphism µα : Rα⊗̂
u
kRα → Rα. We then have a projective
system of morphisms in LMuk
R⊗̂
u
kR = (lim←
α
Rα)⊗̂
u
k(lim←
α
Rα) = lim←
α
(Rα⊗̂
u
kRα)
piα⊗̂
u
kpiα−−−−−−−→ Rα⊗̂
u
kRα
µα
−−−→ Rα −→ Rβ ,
for all α ≥ β, from which we obtain
µ : R⊗̂
u
kR −→ lim←
β
Rβ
and finally the product map
µR : R×R −→ R .
The case of limits in LRk and LRuk is similar to the one of LMk and LM
u
k discussed in
Lemma 2.25 and will be omitted.
We now prove the existence of the colimit in LRk of the inductive system (Rα)α∈A in
LRk. For any α ∈ A, the product map µRα : Rα × Rα → Rα factors through a morphism
µα : Rα⊗̂
c
kRα → Rα. We then equip the colimit R := lim→
α
Rα of the system (Rα)α∈A in
LMk with the product map obtained as follows. From the system of morphisms
µα : Rα⊗̂
c
kRα −→ Rα
jα
−−−→ R
and
R⊗̂
c
kR = (lim→
α
Rα)⊗̂
c
k(lim→
α
Rα) −→ Rα⊗̂
c
kRα
we obtain
µ := lim
→
α
µα : R⊗̂
c
kR = (lim→
α
Rα)⊗̂
c
k(lim→
α
Rα) −→ lim→
α
(Rα⊗̂
c
kRα) −→ R
and finally the product map
µR : R×R −→ R .
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Similarly, if the inductive system (Rα)α∈A consists of objects of LR
u
k (resp. RRk), we equip
the colimit Ru := lim
→
α
uRα of the system (Rα)α∈A in LMuk with the product map obtained
as follows. From the system of morphisms
µα : Rα⊗̂
c
kRα −→ Rα
jα−−−→ R ,
where Rα⊗̂
c
kRα is uniform by comma 3 of Proposition 3.5, and
Ru⊗̂
c
kR
u = (lim
→
α
uRα)⊗̂
c
k(lim→
α
uRα) −→ Rα⊗̂
c
kRα
we obtain
µRu := lim→
α
uµα : R
u⊗̂
c
kR
u = (lim
→
α
uRα)⊗̂
c
k(lim→
α
uRα) −→ lim→
α
u(Rα⊗̂
c
kRα) −→ R
u
and finally the continuous product map
µRu : R
u ×Ru −→ Ru .
Remark 5.3. Although not logically necessary, we prefer to give an explicit description of
the product map of R. As in Lemma 2.25, we first consider R′ = lim
→ α∈A
Rforα in Rings
and let jα : R
for
α → R
′ be the natural morphisms. We then give to R′ the finest k-linear
topology such that all maps jα : Rα → R
′ are continuous. So, a basis of open k-submodules
in R′ consists of the k-submodules U of R′ such that j−1α (U) is an open k-submodule Jα
of Rα, for any α ∈ A. Then lim→
α∈A
Rα is represented by the completion R of R
′ in that
topology, equipped with the natural morphisms iα : Rα → R deduced from the jα’s. Let
r = (rα)α∈A, s = (sα)α∈A ∈ R. Then, for any open k-submodule U of R as before there is
an index α0 ∈ A such that for any α ≥ α0, rα − rα0 , sα − sα0 ∈ Jα. So,
rαsα − rα0sα0 = rα(sα − sα0) + (rα − rα0)sα0 ∈ Jα .
This shows that (rαsα)α ∈ R so that we get a product map
R = lim
→
α∈A
Rα × R = lim→
α∈A
Rα −→ R = lim→
α∈A
Rα
(r = (rα)α∈A , s = (sα)α) 7−→ rs = (rαsα)α
continuous for the product topology of R×R. It is clear that R is in fact the colimit of the
inductive system (Rα)α∈A in LRk.
Assume now (Rα)α∈A is an inductive system in LR
u
k . The previous construction gives the
inductive limit of (Rα)α∈A in LRk. To construct explicitly the inductive limit of (Rα)α∈A in
LRuk we repeat the construction of R
′ but endow it with the finest k-linear topology weaker
than the canonical topology such that all jα are continuous. Then R
u is the completion of
R′ in that topology, and the existence of a product map
µRu : R
u ×Ru −→ Ru
follows.
Finally, let (Rα)α∈A is an inductive system in RRk. To explicitly construct the inductive
limit of (Rα)α∈A in RRk we repeat the construction of R′ but endow it with the finest linear
topology such that all jα are continuous. A basis of open ideals of R
′ then consists of the
ideals U such that j−1α (U) = Jα is an open ideal of Rα, for any α ∈ A. We prove as before
that the completion R of R′ in the latter topology is an object of RRk and that it represents
the inductive limit of (Rα)α∈A in RRk.
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Notation 5.4. If {Rα}α is an inductive system in RRk (resp. LR
u
k , resp. LRk), we denote
by lim
→
R
α
Rα (resp. lim→
u
α
Rα, resp. lim→
L
α
Rα) its inductive limit in RRk (resp. LRuk , resp.
LRk).
We introduce in the case of rings a notation analog to (2.13).
Notation 5.5. Let (Rα)α∈A be an inductive system in LRk with transition morphisms
jα,β : Rα → Rβ for α ≤ β. For any α ∈ A let P(Rα) denote the set of open ideals of Rα.
Then a coherent system of open ideals of (Rα)α∈A is a system J := (Jα)α∈A such that for
any α ≤ β in A, j−1α,β(Jβ) = Jα. The set C ((Rα)α∈A) of coherent systems of open ideals of
(Rα)α∈A forms a filter of k-submodules of
∏
α∈AR
for
α .
Lemma 5.6. We use the notation of (5.5).
1. Let (Rα)α∈A) be an inductive system in LRk. Then
(5.6.1) lim
→
α
LRα = lim←
J∈C ((Rα)α∈A)
lim
→
α
Rα/Jα
where the inductive limit
lim
→
α
Rα/Jα
is taken in the category Modk.
2. Let (Rα)α∈A is an inductive system in LRuk . Then
(5.6.2) lim
→
α
uRα = lim←
I∈P(k)
lim
→
α∈A
uRα/IRα
where the inductive limit
lim
→
α∈A
uRα/IRα
is taken in the category LRuk/I . It coincides as a topological k/I-module with the
colimit of the same inductive system taken in the category LMuk/I and also in the
category LMk/I = LM
u
k/I since k/I is discrete.
3. Let (Rα)α∈A is an inductive system in RRk. Then
(5.6.3) lim
→
α
RRα = lim←
I∈P(k)
lim
→
α∈A
RRα/IRα ,
where the inductive limit
lim
→
α∈A
RRα/IRα
is taken in the category RRk/I .
Proof. Clear.
By general nonsense, for any inductive system {Rα}α in RRk, there is a canonical
morphism in LRk
(5.6.4) T : lim
→
α
LRα −→ lim→
α
RRα .
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For any object R in RRk the map
HomRRk(lim→
α
RRα, R) −→ HomLRk(lim→
α
LRα, R)
ϕ 7−→ ϕ ◦ T
(5.6.5)
is in fact an isomorphism, since both source and target equal lim
←
α
HomRRk(Rα, R).
Lemma 5.7.
1. There exists a k-linear functor
T : IRRk −→ RRk such that T (lim→
α
LRα) = lim→
α
RRα ,
for any inductive system {Rα}α in RRk.
2. Let
(5.7.1) ιIRRk : IRRk →֒ LRk and ιRRk : RRk →֒ LRk
be the natural inclusions of full subcategories. There exists a natural transformation
of functors IRRk → LRk
(5.7.2) S : ιIRRk −→ ιRRk ◦ T
such that, for any object lim
→
L
α
Rα of IRRk
(5.7.3) S(lim
→
α
LRα) : lim→
α
LRα −→ lim→
α
RRα
coincides with the morphism T of (5.6.4), or, equivalently, is the image of idR, for
R := lim
→
α
Rα, via the identification of (5.6.5).
Proof. The fact that the correspondence of objects
T : lim
→
α
LRα 7−→ lim→
α
RRα
is well-defined follows from (5.6.5). The fact that T extends to a functor, is general nonsense,
and completes the proof of 1 . Part 2 is self-explanatory.
Example 5.8.
1. A typical example of an object of LRZp , but not of RRZp , is any non-archimedean
non-trivially valued field extension K of (Qp, vp). This K is also an object of LRK◦
but not of RRK◦ . The same situation occurs for any commutative K-Banach algebra.
2. Let k = Zp and let Zp{x} be the p-adic completion of Zp[x]. So, Zp{x} is an object of
RRk. Let F : Zp{x} → Zp{x} be the RRk-morphism such that F (x) = px. Consider
the inductive system
(Zp{x}, F ) := Zp{x}
F
−−→ Zp{x}
F
−−→ . . .
in RRk. Then
lim
→
R(Zp{x}, F ) = lim→
u(Zp{x}, F ) = Zp while lim→
L(Zp{x}, F ) = Qp{x} .
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6 Tensor product of rings
For two objects A,B of LRuk , the k-module A⊗̂
u
kB is naturally an object of LR
u
k with
product
A⊗̂
u
kB × A⊗̂
u
kB −→ A⊗̂
u
kB
(a1⊗̂
u
kb1, a2⊗̂
u
kb2) 7−→ a1a2⊗̂
u
kb1b2 .
(6.0.1)
If, in particular, A,B are objects of RRk, so is A⊗̂
u
kB. Moreover, for any object R of LR
u
k
the product R×R→ R factors through a morphism
µR : R⊗̂
u
kR→ R
in LMuk . This holds in particular if R is in RRk. Similarly, for two objects A,B of LRk,
the k-module A⊗̂
c
kB is naturally an object of LRk with a similar formula for the product.
For any object R of LRk the product R×R→ R factors through a morphism
µR : R⊗̂
c
kR→ R
in LMk.
Definition 6.1. For objets A,B,C of LRk we denote by Ril
c
k(A × B,C) (resp. Ril
u
k(A ×
B,C)) the k-submodule of Bilck(A × B,C) (resp. Bil
u
k(A × B,C)) consisting of functions
(a, b) 7→ ϕ(a, b) such that for any a ∈ A (resp. b ∈ B) the map b 7→ ϕ(1, b) (resp. a 7→
ϕ(a, 1)) is a morphism in LRk and
ϕ(a, b) = ϕ(a, 1)ϕ(1, b) .
For any objets A,B of LRk, we consider the functors
(6.1.1) Rilck(A×B,−) : LRk −→Modk ,
(6.1.2) Riluk(A×B,−) : LRk −→Modk .
Lemma 6.2.
1. For any A,B in LRk, the functor Ril
c
k(A×B,−) of (6.1.1) is represented by the object
A⊗̂
c
kB of LRk.
2. For any A,B in LRk, the functor Ril
u
k(A×B,−) of (6.1.2) is represented by the object
A⊗̂
u
kB of LRk.
3. If A and B are objects of LRuk (resp. RRk), then A⊗̂
u
kB is an object of LR
u
k (resp.
of RRk).
4. For any A,B in LRk, there is a canonical morphism
(6.2.1) Φ : A⊗̂
c
kB −→ A⊗̂
u
kB
such that, for any R in LRuk , ϕ 7→ ϕ ◦ Φ is the natural inclusion
Riluk(A×B,R) −→ Ril
c
k(A×B,R) .
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Proof. The first and the second assertions of the lemma are proved similarly; we only prove
the second.
We recall that (for any A and B in LMk) A⊗̂
u
kB is the separated completion of A⊗k B
(meaning of Afor ⊗kfor B
for) equipped with a suitable k-linear topology. For any X in LMk
we have an isomorphism of kfor-modules
Biluk(A×B,X)
∼
−−→ HomLMk(A⊗̂
u
kB,X)
ϕ 7−→ (Φ : a⊗k b 7→ ϕ(a, b)) .
(6.2.2)
In the present situation, we also have a ring structure on A⊗̂
u
kB and maps j1 : A→ A⊗̂
u
kB
(resp. j2 : B → A⊗̂
u
kB) which extend by continuity a 7→ a⊗k 1 (resp. b 7→ 1⊗k b) and are
morphisms in LRk. Then the identification (6.2.2) is characterized by the condition that
Φ ◦ j1 : A→ X is a 7→ ϕ(a, 1) while Φ ◦ j2 : B → X is b 7→ ϕ(1, b). If X is an object of LRk
the identification (6.2.2) restricts to an identification
Riluk(A×B,X) = HomLRuk (A⊗̂
u
kB,X) .
The other assertions of the statement are clear.
Proposition 6.3.
1. Let {Aα}α and {Bβ}β be inductive systems in LRk. Then
(6.3.1) lim
→
α
LAα ⊗̂
c
k lim→
β
LBβ = lim→
α,β
L(Aα⊗̂
c
kBβ) .
2. Let {Aα}α and {Bβ}β be projective systems in LRk. Then
(6.3.2) lim
←
α
Aα ⊗̂
u
k lim←
β
Bβ = lim←
α,β
Aα⊗̂
u
kBβ .
Proof. The two statements follow from (3.5.1) and (3.5.2), respectively.
7 Base change
Lemma 7.1. Let A be any object of RRk.
1. Let M be an object of LMk (resp. of LMuk). The map
A× (A⊗k M)→ A⊗k M , (a, b⊗m) 7→ ab⊗m ,
extends to an A-bilinear map
A× (A⊗̂
c
kM)→ A⊗̂
c
kM
(resp.
A× (A⊗̂
u
kM)→ A⊗̂
u
kM )
(resp. uniformly) continuous for the product topology (resp. uniformity) of A ×
(A⊗̂
c
kM) (resp. A× (A⊗̂
u
kM)) which makes A⊗̂
c
kM (resp. A⊗̂
u
kM) into an A-linearly
topologized (resp. uniform) separated and complete A-module. The correspondence
(−)cA : LMk −→ LMA
M 7−→ (M)cA := A⊗̂
c
kM
(7.1.1)
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(resp.
(−)uA : LM
u
k −→ LM
u
A
M 7−→ (M)uA := A⊗̂
u
kM )
(7.1.2)
is part of an additive functor which we call continuous (resp. uniform) extension of
scalars by A. The functor (−)cA (resp. (−)
u
A) commutes with inductive (resp. pro-
jective) limits in LMk and LMA (resp. in LMuk and LM
u
A). The functor (−)
c
A
(resp. (−)uA) is left-adjoint to the natural inclusion functor LMA →֒ LMk (resp.
LMuA →֒ LM
u
k). Namely, for any M in LMk and N in LMA (resp. for any M in
LMuk and N in LM
u
A)
(7.1.3) HomLMk(M,N) = HomLMA((M)
c
A, N)
(resp.
(7.1.4) HomLMu
k
(M,N) = HomLMu
A
((M)uA, N) ) .
2. For any B in LRk (resp. in LR
u
k , resp. in RRk), the canonical morphism A →
A⊗̂
c
kB, a 7→ a⊗ 1, makes A⊗̂
c
kB into an A-linearly (resp. a uniform A-linearly, resp.
a linearly) topologized separated and complete A-ring. Moreover
(−)cA : LRk −→ LRA
B 7−→ (B)cA := A⊗̂
c
kB
(7.1.5)
(resp.
(−)uA : LR
u
k −→ LR
u
A
B 7−→ (B)uA := A⊗̂
u
kB ,
(7.1.6)
resp.
(−)uA : RRk −→ RRA
B 7−→ (B)uA := A⊗̂
u
kB )
(7.1.7)
is an additive functor, commuting with inductive limits in LRk and LRA (resp. with
projective limits in LRuk and LR
u
A, resp. with projective limits in RRk and RRA),
which we call continuous (resp. uniform, resp. uniform) base-change by A. The
functor (−)cA (resp. (−)
u
A, resp. (−)
u
A) is left-adjoint to the natural inclusion functor
LRA →֒ LRk (resp. LRuA →֒ LR
u
k , resp. RRA →֒ RRk). Namely, for any R in LRk
and S in LRA (resp. for any R in LRuk and S in LR
u
A, resp. for any R in RRk and
S in RRA)
(7.1.8) HomLRk(R,S) = HomLRA((R)
c
A, S)
(resp.
(7.1.9) HomLRu
k
(R,S) = HomLRu
A
((R)uA, S) ,
resp.
(7.1.10) HomRRk(R,S) = HomRRA((R)
u
A, S) ) .
In particular, (−)uA : RRk → RRA commutes with direct limits.
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Proof. We prove the adjunction property for (−)uA. Let M (resp. N) be an object of LM
u
k
(resp. LMuA). Then from (2.25.4) we get
(7.1.11) HomLMu
A
(A⊗̂
u
kM,N) = lim←
Q∈P(N)
lim
→
P∈P(M)
HomA(M/P ⊗k A,N/Q)
where HomA(M/P ⊗k A,N/Q) = HomA/J (M/P ⊗k A/J,N/Q) for any J ∈ P(A) such that
JN ⊂ Q and (J ∩ k)M ⊂ P . If J ∩ k ⊃ I ∈ P(k) so that IM ⊂ P , the latter equals
Homk/I(M/P,N/Q) and we conclude by (2.25.4).
We now prove the adjunction property for (−)cA. Let M (resp. N) be an object of LMk
(resp. LMA). Then
HomLMA(A⊗̂
c
kM,N) = {ϕ ∈ HomLMk(A⊗̂
c
kM,N)|ϕ is A-linear } =
{ϕ ∈Bilck(A×M,N)|ϕ is A-linear in the first variable } = HomLMk(M,N) .
(7.1.12)
Definition 7.2. Let f : A → B be a morphism in RRk. We say that f is pro-flat or that
B is pro-flat over A if, for any open ideal J in B, B/J is a flat A/f−1(J)-module.
Lemma 7.3. Let M and N be objects of LMk endowed with the k-canonical topology (so,
in particular, M and N are uniform) and let A be an object of RRk.
1. M⊗̂
u
kN carries the k-canonical topology. If k satisfies OPW then M⊗̂
c
kN = M⊗̂
u
kN .
2. The morphism (M)cA → (M)
u
A is an isomorphism of LM
u
A and both objects carry the
A-canonical topology.
3. Let I (resp. J) be an open ideal of k (resp. A) such that IA ⊂ J . If M/IM is a flat
k/I-module, (M)uA/J(M)
u
A = (M)
c
A/J(M)
c
A is a flat A/J-module.
4. Assume A is pro-flat over k and let L be an open sub-object of M . Then (L)uA is an
open sub-object of (M)uA.
5. If A is pro-flat over k, for any open sub-object L of M , (L)uA = (L)
c
A is an open
sub-object of (M)uA = (M)
c
A and all these objects carry the A-canonical topology.
Proof.
1 . According to (3.3.2) it suffices to show that
C := Ker(M⊗̂
u
kN →M/IM ⊗k N/IN)
is the closure of I(M⊗̂
u
kN) in M⊗̂
u
kN . By [4, II, §3, n. 6, Cor. 1 of Prop. 6], the kernel of
the morphism
M for ⊗kfor N
for −→M for/IM for ⊗kfor N
for/IN for
is
C′ := M for ⊗kfor IN
for + IM for ⊗kfor N
for = I(M for ⊗kfor N
for) .
So, C coincides with the closure of C′ in M⊗̂
u
kN and therefore also with the closure of
I(M⊗̂
u
kN) in M⊗̂
u
kN , as claimed.
If k satisfies OPW, then the ideals of the form IJ , for I, J ∈ P(k) are open. So the
system of k-submodules IM ⊗k JN , for I, J ∈ P(k), is cofinal with the system IM ⊗k N ,
for I ∈ P(k). So, M⊗̂
c
kN coincides with M⊗̂
u
kN .
2 . (M)cA is the completion of A⊗kM in the k-linear topology with fundamental system
of open k-submodules given by the family of the Im(J ⊗ I M), where I (resp. J) runs over
a fundamental system of open ideals of k (resp. A). This equals the fundamental system of
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open A-submodules {Im((J + I A)⊗M)}I,J for I, J as before. A cofinal system F is given
by the condition I A ⊂ J , that is by
F = {Im((J + I A)⊗M) }I⊂J = {Im(J ⊗k M)}J = {J (A⊗k M)}J ,
so that the topology obtained on (M)cA is indeed the A-canonical one. Similarly for (M)
u
A.
3 . Let J be any open ideal of A, and let I be an open ideal of k such that IA ⊂ J . Then
(M)cA/J(M)
c
A = (M)
c
A/J ⊗k M = (M)
c
A/J ⊗k M +A⊗k IM = A/J ⊗k/I M/IM
is a flat A/J-module. Similarly for (M)uA/J(M)
u
A.
4 . The open sub-object L of M may be described as a projective system of submodules
LI ⊂ M/IM , for I ∈ P(k), such that the maps LJ → LI , for J ⊂ I in P(k), are surjective
for sufficiently small I. This properties are inherited by the projective system LI ⊗k/I A/H
for any H ∈ P(A), where LI ⊗k/I A/H →M/IM ⊗k/I A/H is injective since A is pro-flat.
The projective system LI ⊗k/I A/H then defines an open sub-object of (M)
u
A. Since (−)
u
A
commutes with projective limits, the open sub-object of (M)uA which we get is (L)
u
A.
5 . This is simply a summary of what we have proven, taking into account Remark 2.28.
Proposition 7.4. We assume that k satisfies condition OPW. Let M and N be objects
of PBk, with gauges G(M) and G(N), respectively. Then M⊗̂
c
kN is an object of PBk with
gauge
{P ⊗̂
c
kQ = P ⊗̂
u
kQ}P,Q
where P ∈ G(M), Q ∈ G(N). In particular,
(7.4.1) M⊗̂
c
kN = lim→
P,Q
P ⊗̂
u
kQ .
Proof. The case of k discrete follows from Remark 4.5. We then assume that k is not
discrete. The fact that P ⊗̂
c
kQ = P ⊗̂
u
kQ is 1 of Lemma 7.3. We prove the first part of the
statement. We first need to show that
Lemma 7.5. Any morphism P ⊗̂
u
kQ→ P
′⊗̂
u
kQ
′ in (7.4.1), for P ⊂ P ′ in G(M) and Q ⊂ Q′
in G(N), is an open embedding. So, P ⊗̂
u
kQ is an open sub-object of P
′⊗̂
u
kQ
′ carrying the
canonical topology.
Proof. From 1 of Lemma 7.3, we know that both source and target carry the canonical
topology. To show that P ⊗̂
u
kQ→ P
′⊗̂
u
kQ
′ is an open sub-object we first need to show that,
for any open ideal I of k, the map
P ⊗̂
u
kQ/I(P ⊗̂
u
kQ)→ P
′⊗̂
u
kQ
′/I(P ′⊗̂
u
kQ
′)
is injective. But this map coincides with
(7.5.1) P/IP ⊗k/I Q/IQ→ P
′/IP ′ ⊗k/I Q
′/IQ′ .
The latter is injective for the following reasons. First of all both maps
P/IP → P ′/IP ′ and Q/IQ→ Q′/IQ′
are injective, because the subspace topology of P in P ′ (resp. of Q in Q′) is the canonical
topology of P (resp. Q), which means that IP ′ ∩ P = IP (resp. IQ′ ∩Q = IQ). Then, by
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the flatness assumptions, the map (7.5.1) is injective. We then need to check that for any
J ⊂ I in P(k), and for I sufficiently small,
P/JP ⊗k/J Q/JQ→ P/IP ⊗k/I Q/IQ
and
P ′/J ′P ⊗k/J Q
′/JQ′ → P ′/IP ′ ⊗k/I Q
′/IQ′
are both surjective. But this is clear by right-exactness of the tensor product inModk. This
implies at the same time that the open sub-object P ⊗̂
u
kQ of P
′⊗̂
u
kQ
′ carries the canonical
topology.
We now get back to the proof of Proposition 7.4. Condition 1 of Definition 4.1 holds by
Lemma 7.5. Conditions 2 holds because, for any open ideal I of k,
P ⊗̂
u
kQ/IP ⊗̂
u
kQ+ P ⊗̂
u
kIQ = P/IP ⊗k/I Q/IQ
is a flat k/I-module. Part 3 of that definition follows from (7.4.1). But (7.4.1) follows from
(3.5.1) and the fact that P ⊗̂
u
kQ = P ⊗̂
c
kQ proven in 1 of Lemma 7.3.
Proposition 7.6. Let A be an object of RRk and M be an object of PBk.
1. If A is pro-flat over k, (M)cA is an object of PBA.
2. If k satisfies OPW, then (PBk, ⊗̂
c
k) is a monoidal category.
3. If both k and A satisfy OPW and A is pro-flat over k, the functor M 7→ (M)cA induces
an additive functor of monoidal categories
(PBk, ⊗̂
c
k)→ (PBA, ⊗̂
c
A) .
Proof. Let M be an object of PBk and G be a k-gauge of M . We want to show that the
family
(G)cA := {(P )
c
A = (P )
u
A |P ∈ G }
is an A-gauge in (M)cA. For any P ∈ G, let iP : P → M be the open embedding of P in
M . The fact that (iP )
c
A : (P )
c
A → (M)
c
A is an open sub-object follows from the fact that if
iP,P ′ : P → P
′ is the open embedding of P in P ′, for P ′ ⊃ P in G, then (iP )
c
A : (P )
c
A → (P
′)cA
is an open embedding as shown in part 4 of Lemma 7.3. In fact, as indicated in Lemma 7.1
and in part 1 of Proposition 6.3, the functor (−)cA of (7.1.1) commutes to inductive limits
in LMk and LMA. So, (M)cA = lim→
P∈G
(P )cA is a filtering inductive limit of open embeddings,
hence it is the increasing union of the open sub-objects (P )cA, for P ∈ G. Conditions 1 and
2 of Definition 4.1 follow from parts 2 and 3 of Lemma 7.3, respectively. Condition 3 has
already been proven.
Part 2 follows from part 1 of Lemma 7.3, taking into account part 1 of Proposition 6.3.
Part 3 is clear.
8 Representable functors
Definition 8.1. We will denote by IRRk the full subcategory of LRk whose objects R =
lim
→
L
α
Rα = lim→
u
α
Rα are inductive limits in both LRuk and LRk of the same inductive system
{Rα}α∈A in RRk.
Remark 8.2. IRRk is in fact a full subcategory of LRuk , and its objects are those inductive
limits in LRk of inductive systems {Rα}α∈A in RRk, which happen to be objects of LRuk .
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Lemma 8.3. Let {Rα}α∈A be an inductive system in RRk. Assume
lim
→
L
α
Rα = lim→
u
α
Rα .
Then for any object C of RRk
lim
→
L
α
(Rα)
u
C = lim→
u
α
(Rα)
u
C .
Proof. We need to show that lim
→
L
α
(Rα)
u
C is C-uniform. By assumption, we have an isomor-
phism
lim
←
J∈C ({Rα}α∈A)
lim
→
α
Rα/Jα
∼
−−→ lim
←
I∈P(k)
lim
→
α
Rα/IRα
in LRuk . So, for any coherent system of open ideals J = (Jα)α there exists an open ideal
I ∈ P(k) such that Jα ⊃ IRα, for any α ∈ A.
Let now H = (Hα)α be a coherent system of open ideals in the inductive system
(Rα⊗̂
u
kC)α∈A in RRC . We need to prove that the canonical map provides an isomorphism
lim
←
H ∈C ((Rα⊗̂
u
kC)α∈A)
lim
→
α
(Rα⊗̂
u
kC)/Hα
∼
−−→
lim
←
J∈P(C)
lim
→
α
(Rα⊗̂
u
kC/J) = lim←
J∈P(C)
lim
→
α
((Rα/(J ∩ k)Rα)⊗k/(J∩k) C/J) .
(8.3.1)
Again (8.3.1) will hold if for any H = (Hα)α as before, there exists an open ideal J ∈ P(C)
such that Hα ⊃ Rα⊗̂
u
kJ , for any α ∈ A. Equivalently, we may replace Hα by its inverse
image in Rα ⊗k C → Rα⊗̂
u
kC. We keep the name Hα for that inverse image. Now, for any
α ∈ A,
Rα⊗̂
u
kC = lim←
J∈P(Rα),Q∈P(C)
Rα/J ⊗k C/Q
so that we may assume that Hα has the form
Hα = Jα ⊗ C +Rα ⊗k Qα
for some Jα ∈ P(Rα) and Qα ∈ P(C). The coherence condition becomes
(jα,β ⊗k C)
−1(Jβ ⊗ C +Rβ ⊗k Qβ) = Jα ⊗ C +Rα ⊗k Qα
for any α ≤ β. But jα,β ⊗k C is the continuous C-linear extension of jα,β : Rα → Rβ , so
that
(jα,β ⊗k C)
−1(Jβ ⊗ C +Rβ ⊗k Qβ) = j
−1
α,β(Jα)⊗̂
u
kC +Rα⊗̂
u
kQβ .
This shows that there is an ideal Q ∈ P(C) such that Hα ⊃ Rα ⊗k Q, for any α. On the
other hand, J := (Jα)α is a coherent system of open ideals in (Rα)α, so that, as we saw
before, there exists an open ideal I ∈ P(k) such that IRα ⊂ Jα for any α. We conclude
that for any coherent system of open ideals H = (Hα)α as before,
Hα ⊃ IRα ⊗k C +Rα ⊗k Q .
An object Lk = lim→
α∈A
LRα of IRRk determines the functor F : LRk →Modk given by
(8.3.2) X 7→ HomLRk( lim→
α∈A
Rα, X) = lim←
α∈A
HomLRk(Rα, X) .
We say that Lk represents the functor F . Recall that {(Rα)α∈A, (ια,β : Rα → Rβ)α≤β} is
an inductive system in RRk and that Lk is an object of LRuk . By Yoneda’s lemma, Lk is
determined by the restriction of the functor F to LRuk .
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Proposition 8.4. Let F : LRk → Modk be defined by (8.3.2) as above. Then, for any
object C of RRk the restriction of F to LRuC is represented by the object
LC := lim→
α∈A
L(C⊗̂
u
kRα) = lim→
α∈A
u(C⊗̂
u
kRα)
of IRRC .
Proof. In fact, any object X of LRuC may be viewed as an object of LR
u
k . We have
F (X) =HomLRk( lim→
α∈A
LRα, X) = lim←
α∈A
HomLRk(Rα, X) =
lim
←
α∈A
HomLRC (C⊗̂
u
kRα, X) = HomLRC ( lim→
α∈A
LC⊗̂
u
kRα, X) .
Remark 8.5. This shows that, for any C in RRk, the functor
(−)indC : IRRk −→ IRRC
lim
→
α∈A
LRα 7−→ lim→
α∈A
L(Rα)
u
/C
(8.5.1)
is well defined.
Corollary 8.6. We assume here that K is a non-archimedean field and that k = K◦. We
have
1. Let M and N be pseudobanach K-spaces with gauges G and H, respectively, then
M ⊗ck N is a pseudobanach K-space with gauge G ⊗ H consisting of the family of the
open sub-objects P ⊗̂
u
kQ, for P ∈ G and Q ∈ H.
2. If K is non-trivially valued the category PBk is equivalent to the category BanK of K-
Banach spaces and continuous K-linear maps. The tensor product M⊗̂
c
kN corresponds
to both the (separated complete) projective and injective tensor products M ⊗K,pi N =
M ⊗K,ι N of [12, §17 B].
3. If K is trivially valued so that K◦ = K, PBK is the full subcategory of LMK consisting
of K-vector spaces equipped with the discrete topology and −⊗̂
c
K− = −⊗K −.
9 Rings of pm-type
We recall that a subset T of a topological ring R is bounded if, for any neighborhood U of
0 in R, there exists a neighborhood V of 0 in R such that V T ⊂ U . An element x ∈ R is
power bounded if the set Tx = {1, x, x
2, . . . } is bounded. If R is a k-ring and the topology
of R is k-linear, then T is bounded if and only if the k-sub-module of R generated by T is
bounded. Under the same assumptions, an element x ∈ R is power bounded if and only if
the k-sub-ring k[x] of R is bounded. For an object R of LRk we denote by R◦ the subset of
R consisting of power bounded elements.
Lemma 9.1. For any object R of LRk, R◦ is a subring of R.
Proof. Let P(R) be a fundamental system of open k-submodules of R, and let x, y ∈ R◦.
We show that both Tx+y and Txy are bounded. For any U ∈ P(R), let V ∈ P(R) be such
that V k[y] ⊂ U . Let then W ∈ P(R) be such that Wk[x] ⊂ V . Then Wk[x]k[y] ⊂ U . So,
k[x]k[y] is bounded. The k-sub-module of R generated by k[x]k[y] contains both Tx+y and
Txy.
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Definition 9.2. We say that an object R of LRk is of pm-type if R
◦ is an open subring of
R and its subspace topology is R◦-linear.
Remark 9.3. Notice that, if R is of pm-type, then R◦ is an object of RRk and it is the
(unique) maximal open subring A of R such that the subspace topology of A is A-linear.
Lemma 9.4. Let R be an object of LRk. For any open subring A of R the condition that
the subspace topology of A be A-linear is equivalent to A being bounded.
Proof. In fact, if the subspace topology on A is A-linear and U is any neighborhood of 0 in
R, then there exists an open ideal J of A such that J ⊂ U ∩A, hence J A ⊂ U . Conversely,
if A is bounded and U is any neighborhood of 0 in A, there exists a neighborhood V of 0
in A such that V A ⊂ U . But then V A is an ideal of A and a fundamental system of open
k-submodules of A may be assumed to consist of open ideals of A.
We conclude
Corollary 9.5. An object R of LRk is of pm-type if and only if R◦ is an open bounded
k-subring of R.
10 Multivalued rings
We now specialize the definitions of the previous sections to the classical case of topologies
defined by a family of semivaluations.
We assume in this section that K = (K, v) is a non-archimedean field and that k = K◦.
Definition 10.1. A semivaluation on a ring R is a map w : R→ R ∪ {+∞} such that
w(0) = +∞ , w(x+ y) ≥ min(v(x), v(y)) , w(xy) ≥ w(x) + w(y) ,
for any x, y ∈ R; w is separated (resp. power-multiplicative, resp. multiplicative) if w(x) 6=
+∞ for x 6= 0 (resp. w(xn) = nw(x), for any x ∈ R and n ∈ Z, resp. w(xy) = w(x)+w(y),
for any x, y ∈ R). A multiplicative semivaluation is called a pseudovaluation, and a val-
uation if moreover it is separated. A k-Banach ring is an object of LRk whose topology is
induced by a single semivaluation w extending the valuation v. Then w is necessarily sepa-
rated. A morphism of k-Banach rings is a continuous k-algebra morphism, i.e. a morphism
in the category LRk.
We denote by wsp the spectral valuation associated to w, that is
(10.1.1) wsp(f) = lim
n
1
n
w(fn) = sup
n
1
n
w(fn) .
Then wsp is in fact a power multiplicative semivaluation on R and
R◦ = {x ∈ R |wsp(x) ≥ 0 } .
So, a k-Banach ring R for the semivaluation w is of pm-type if and only if w and wsp
induce the same topology on R, or, equivalently, if its topology can be defined by a power-
multiplicative semivaluation w = wsp. If (R1, w1), . . . , (RN , wN ) are k-Banach rings, so
is
R := (R1, w1)⊗̂
c
k . . . ⊗̂
c
k(RN , wN ) .
The proof is essentially identical to the one of [12, Lemma 17.2]. More precisely, R is the
separated completion of R1 ⊗k · · · ⊗k RN in the product semivaluation w defined, for any
y ∈ R1 ⊗k · · · ⊗k RN by
(10.1.2) w(y) = sup min
j=1,...,M
w1(yj,1) + · · ·+ wN (yj,N )
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where the supremum is taken over all representations
y =
M∑
j=1
yj,1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yj,N
with yj,i ∈ Ri, for i = 1, . . . , N .
A multivalued k-ring is an object R of LRk whose topology is induced by a family of
semivaluations {wr}r∈T . We write R = (R, {wr}r∈T ). We are especially interested in the
case when k = K◦, for a non-archimedean field (K, vK) (possibly trivially valued) and the
semivaluations wr , for r ∈ T , induce v = vK on k.
Remark 10.2. let (K, vK) be a non-trivially valued non-archimedean field. Then a com-
mutative K-Banach algebra in the classical sense is a K◦-Banach ring (A,w) for which
the scalar product K◦ × A → A extends to a structure of K-vector space on A. For any
commutative K-Banach algebra A, one defines classically a subring A{T } of A[[T ]] as the
subset of power series
∑+∞
i=0 aiT
i such that limi→+∞ ai = 0. Then A{T } equipped with the
semivaluation wT such that
wT (
+∞∑
i=0
aiT
i) = inf
i≥0
w(ai) ,
is a K-Banach algebra. The semivaluation wT is called the Gauss valuation. This operation,
and terminology, can be iterated in more variables. It is the construction used in [3, 2.1.7].
11 Pseudobanach algebras
Definition 11.1. A pseudobanach k-ring is any object A of LRk ∩ PBk which admits a
gauge G such that one element R of G is a k-subring of A. A pseudobanach k-ring is of
pm-type if it is of pm-type as an object of LRk. We denote by PBAk (resp. UPBAk) the
full subcategory of LRk whose objects are pseudobanach k-rings (resp. of pm-type).
Remark 11.2. Let A be a pseudobanach k-ring. Let G(A) be a gauge of A such that
R ∈ G(A) is a subring of A. The subring A◦ of A is open since it contains R. So, a
pseudobanach k-ring A is of pm-type if and only if A◦ is bounded. In that case, we may
assume that A◦ ∈ G. Conversely, if A◦ ∈ G, A is of pm-type.
Remark 11.3. For A,B in PBAk the object A⊗̂
c
kB of PBk is canonically equipped with a
structure of a pseudobanach k-ring via the structure of 1 of Lemma 6.2
Let A be an object of PBAk with gauge G(A) where R ∈ G(A) is a subring of A. We
observe that a power series
∑
u∈Zn
≥0
auT
u ∈ A[[T ]] = A[[T1, . . . , Tn]]
is restricted [5, Chap. III, §4, n. 2, Def. 2 p. 253] i.e. is such that for any P ⊂ R, P ∈ G(A),
au ∈ P for almost all u ∈ Zn≥0, if and only if au → 0 as |u| :=
∑n
i=1 ui → +∞. It follows
from the definition of a k-gauge that the product of two restricted power series in A[[T ]] is
restricted. We denote by A{T} the subring of A[[T ]] consisting of restricted power series.
The family of k-submodules of A{T}
(11.3.1) U{T} = {
∑
u∈Zn
≥0
auT
u ∈ A{T} | au ∈ U , ∀u ∈ Z
n
≥0 }
for U ∈ G(A), is a k-gauge in A{T}. Obviously R{T} ∈ G(A{T}) is a subring of A{T}. It
then follows that A{T} is an object of PBAk
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Definition 11.4. Let A be an object of PBAk with gauge G(A) where R ∈ G(A) is a ring.
Then we regard the ring of restricted power series with coefficients in A as an object A{T}
of PBAk, with gauge G(A{T}) and R{T} ∈ G(A{T }) an open subring of A{T}.
Lemma 11.5. Let A be an object of PBAk. Then
A{T} = A⊗̂
c
kk{T} .
If K is a non-archimedean field, k = K◦, and A is a commutative K-Banach algebra iden-
tified with an object of PBAk, A{T} is a commutative K-Banach algebra and
A{T} = A⊗̂K,piK{T } = A⊗̂K,ιK{T }
where −⊗̂K,pi− (resp. −⊗̂K,ι−) is the (separated complete) projective (resp. injective) tensor
product of [12]. If the topology of A (resp. K{T}) is induced by a semivaluation w (resp.
by the Gauss semivaluation) the topology of A{T} is induced by the product semivaluation
(10.1.2) which coincides with the Gauss valuation of A{T} of Remark 10.2.
Example 11.6. We observe that Definition 11.5 generalizes both the classical definition of
ring of restricted power series with coefficients in a linearly topologized ring of [5, Chap.
III, §4, n. 2, p. 252-259] and the definition of an A-affinoid algebra A{T } in the sense of [3,
2.1.7], when A itself is a commutative K-Banach algebra.
Lemma 11.7. For A, B in UPBAk, A⊗̂
c
kB is in UPBAk.
Proof. We already pointed out in Remark 11.3 that A⊗̂
c
kB is in PBAk and then, by
Remark 11.2, (A⊗̂
c
kB)
◦ is open. (On the other hand the latter fact also follows from
A◦⊗̂
u
kB
◦ ⊂ (A⊗̂
c
kB)
◦.) Let G(A) (resp. G(B)) be a gauge for A (resp. B) containing
an element R (resp. S) which is a subring of A (resp. B). Assume that (A⊗̂
c
kB)
◦ is un-
bounded. Then, for any open ideal I of k, there exists xI⊗yI ∈ (A⊗̂
c
kB)
◦ such that IxI 6⊂ R
or IyI 6⊂ S. But xI ∈ A
◦ and yI ∈ B
◦, so this would violate the boundedness of either A◦
or B◦, absurd.
Definition 11.8. Let K be a non-archimedean field and let k = K◦. A pseudobanach K-
algebra is any object of PBAk which is a K-vector space. We denote by BanAlgK (resp.
UBanAlgK) the full subcategory of LRk whose objects are pseudobanach K-algebras (resp.
of pm-type).
Example 11.9. If K is non-trivially valued, then the category BanAlgK is equivalent to
the commonly used category of K-Banach algebras, with the only caveat that morphisms
are simply continuous K-linear morphisms. The category UBanAlgK is equivalent to the
category ofK-Banach algebras of pm-type and continuousK-algebra morphisms, considered
by Fontaine [7].
It follows from Proposition 7.6 that
Corollary 11.10. Let κ be an object of RRk. The base-change functor A 7→ (A)c/κ, induces
additive functors of monoidal categories
(PBAk, ⊗̂
c
k)→ (PBAκ, ⊗̂
c
κ) and (UPBAk, ⊗̂
c
k)→ (UPBAκ, ⊗̂
c
κ) .
Assume in particular L/K is an extension of non-archimedean valued fields. Then,
for k = K◦ and κ = L◦, the base-change functor A 7→ A/κ induces K-linear functors of
monoidal categories
(BanAlgK, ⊗̂
c
K◦)→ (BanAlgL, ⊗̂
c
L◦) and (UBanAlgK , ⊗̂
c
K◦)→ (UBanAlgL, ⊗̂
c
L◦) .
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